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Amy Radin is a pathfinder and catalyst for 

leaders seeking powerful, bold, new directions.

• A globally recognized thought leader, operating executive, advisor and director   
  who enables focused action and results

• A pragmatic visionary who inspires and equips teams to do the hard and harder   
  work of transformative change

• An engaging speaker and award-winning author

Amy Radin brings a career’s worth of knowledge, insight, 
learning and the “stars and scars” of an executive who has led 
transformative change in demanding, regulated businesses, to 
senior and executive-level audiences across industry sector, 
growth stage, and geography. 

With authenticity, passion, and candor she helps audiences 
transcend organizational constructs, embedded processes, and 
belief systems that often hold back opportunities, and shares 
unexpected yet realistic approaches to what transformation and 
innovation success require.

Content educates and inspires on how to lay the path between 
leaders’ ambition for the future and focuses on how to advance 
beyond where businesses stand today. 

Amy brings a consequential, thought-provoking perspective to 
any audience, and shares with honesty and frankness the 
accumulated wisdom of a multi-decade career as a corporate 
executive, advisor, director, and early-stage investor on how to 
de-risk and accelerate pathways to the future. Audiences leave 
with immediately useful advice and tools, inspired, and better 
equipped to own their future.

Categories

• Digital transformation

• Marketing

• Customer experience

• Innovation

• Strategy

• Change

• Leadership

• Customer insight

• Product development

• Talent 

• Culture

Audiences

• Leaders seeking to move their business forward to the future

• Marketing, Innovation, Customer Experience, Digital, and 
  Product leaders seeking a fresh (and refreshing) perspective on 
  how to anticipate and adapt in an environment of ongoing 
  ambiguity and uncertainty

• Talent professionals charged with attracting and developing 
  leaders with a growth mindset and skillset

• Women’s leadership and executive forums

• Enterprise and Startup leaders seeking to accelerate and de-
  risk go-to-market strategies

Her stories bring to life the importance of not accepting traditional organizational push-back and how bravery and persistence 
really make innovation come alive. Amy keeps the audience fully engaged and furiously scribbling notes.

Dan Seewald   Founder & CEO, The Deliberate Innovator; Former Global Team Lead; Worldwide Innovation at Pfizer

Amy has fought many innovation battles on the front lines. 
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Audiences will gain inspiration and immediately useful advice 

and tools for finding and pursuing new directions towards 

extraordinary results, and for challenging the conventional 

beliefs that often derail or diminish ambitious goals.
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In The Change Maker’s Playbook she shares her philosophy and methods to transform ‘out-there’ ideas into new real world 
business models that can change businesses’ growth trajectories and how brands engage with their customers.

Kahina Van Dyke   Global Head, Digital Channels & Client Data Analytics; Standard Chartered Bank Board Member, Progressive 
Insurance

Amy is a leader who is demanding and relentless in the pursuit of the great.

Popular topics, tailored to audience needs, include:

• The lessons that are hiding in plain sight

• Innovating in a downturn

• Customer experience: getting from hype to action

• What startups and enterprises can learn from each other

Formats:

• “Main stage” keynote addresses

• Fireside chats

• Panel design and facilitation

• Hands-on workshops

• In-person, hybrid, or virtual delivery

Ask Amy about books for 
attendees, available at significant 
discounts for bulk orders.

Find Amy Online: Download Amy’s Infographic:

Order Amy’s Book:

Order From a Retailer

Visit AmyRadin.com

Contact Amy for Bulk Order

The Change 
Maker’s 
Playbook 
Infographic
How to Seek,
Seed and Scale 
Innovation in
Any Company

Download Infographic
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